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A new Platinum designation--for outstanding work that is now part of popular culture
and has already received multiple wins--was established with kudos to Dove Real Beauty
Sketches, Mondelēz-Oreo Dunk in the Dark, Volkswagen Beetle Convertible Shark Cage,
Universal Pictures—TED and Samsung—Life’s a Photo. Take it.
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Dove (Unilever)
Real Beauty Sketches
PHD International, Ogilvy Brazil, and the
Unilever Global Strategy Unit
Dove is committed to creating a world where beauty
is a source of confidence, not anxiety. Through “Real
Beauty Sketches,” Dove explored how women view their
own beauty in contrast to what others see. A short film
used an FBI-trained sketch artist to draw women based
on their own self-perception and then based on that of
a stranger. They found that women depict themselves
dramatically differently from how others perceive
them. Only 4% of women around the world consider
themselves beautiful. Just one month after its release,
Dove’s “Real Beauty Sketches” became the most viral ad
video of all time. Dove underscored how women globally
may learn they are more beautiful than they think.
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Oreo (Mondelēz International)
Cookies vs. Cream
Starcom MediaVest Group
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Following a 100th anniversary that featured 100 days
of socially driven content, Oreo had people’s attention—
they just needed to maintain it. To leverage the brand’s
burgeoning iconic status, Oreo bought a :30 spot for
the Super Bowl with a goal to amplify it with an earned
social media campaign. However, the unimaginable
happened: the lights went out during the game. Oreo
responded to this unexpected power failure with
lightning fast creativity that ignited a brand conversation
in real time to become the top trending topic on social
media. Within 20 minutes of the power outage, Oreo
tweeted, “Power Out? No Problem” along with a photo
of the cookie in the dark and the headline: “You can
still dunk in the dark.” This timely response is now the
standard for all content-driven campaigns.
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Make Up For Ever, Makeup Bag Remix,
Havas Media/Cake
Consumers believe that MakeUpForever is an upscale Sephora
brand. Although sold exclusively in Sephora stores, the company
wanted to establish its own brand identity through a one-to-one
experience with consumers.
While women have an intimate relationship with their makeup
bag, most don’t understand how to use the products they already own.
MakeUpForever also knew that women use on average 3-5 brands
in their makeup repertoire. Research showed that teaching women
new skills, as opposed to just selling products, boosts self-esteem
and builds brand loyalty. The MakeUp Bag Remix campaign invited
women to book 30 minute, one-on-one appointments with professional makeup artists to learn how to better use the
products in their makeup bags.
With over 89,000 people touched by the tour, MakeUpForever helped drive conversation and purchase by enabling
the brand to benefit the consumer, rather than the brand itself. As a result, brand sentiment changed dramatically, and
Sephora is adding the program as a permanent initiative in 2014.

Microsoft-Xbox, Film Speed,
Starcom MediaVest Group
Video game consoles are only as good as their software. Xbox
One’s global launch of Forza Motorsport 5 needed to prove that the
next generation console was finally here. Their task was not only to
differentiate Forza from the competition, but also to represent the
upcoming 5th installment as the best embodiment of the power of
the new Xbox One console.
Similar to movie launches, a trailer is incredibly important to
video game releases. Underlying technology is as critical to racing as
it is to gaming, so Xbox One and Forza Motorsport 5 created a trailer
that became known as “FilmSpeed”-- filmed using the world’s fastest zoetrope or circular device that produces the illusion of
motion by quickly viewing static images in succession.
Fans loved the content and the campaign delivered more than 33 Million video views across all touch points, and more
than 80 international media outlets picked up the story as earned press.

Pennzoil, Two Lanes of Freedom, MediaCom
Few consumers think about motor oil, but they do care about their
driving experience. And Pennzoil discovered is that driving experience
often comes with a soundtrack. Pennzoil bucked category convention
by teaming up with best-selling, car-loving country music superstar
Tim McGraw. They kicked off the integrated partnership with an
official sponsorship of Tim’s ‘Two Lanes of Freedom’ album release
and summer tour, including a “Tune Up” series of pre-show VIP
performances and meet-and-greets. Pennzoil also enlisted Tim to
customize a new 2013 Challenger SRT for their ‘Four Wheels of
Freedom’ promotion, documented in a fan video. The custom car
joined Tim at each tour stop and was ultimately given away to a lucky fan as part
of a sweepstakes.
The campaign delivered FIVE TIMES the value of the investment, and reaffirms the power that music can have to drive
a successful marketing campaign, even in a category as difficult as motor oil.
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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